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REGIONAL STRATIGRAPHIC CONTROL OF THE
SEARCH FOR PENNSYLVANIAN PETROLEUM
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by
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Department of Geology
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REGIONAL FRAMEWORK
The Four Corners segment of the original greater Paradox
basin is about 325 miles long in a northwesterly trend and as
much as 170 miles wide in its widest northeasterly dimension.
It is separated from the Eagle-Gypsum basin of northwestern
Colorado by the Late Pennsylvanian Uncompahgre uplift. PrePennsylvanian sediments floor most of this ancient eastern
shelf of the Cordilleran geosyncline. Across this pre-Pennsylvanian and earliest Pennsylvanian westerly sloping Cordilleran
shelf, the Middle Pennsylvanian greater Paradox basin subsided, separated from the Cordilleran geosyncline on the west
by the broad arcuate Aneth platform. A non-marine basin
filled with coarse-grained red beds, derived from the rising
Uncompahgre uplift, formed to the northeast in latest Pennsylvanian to Permian time.
The region of the Monument upwarp lies southwest of the
thickest Pennsylvanian evaporite sedimentation. Along this
southwest shelf of the Paradox basin, maximum normal
marine, euxinic and evaporite facies gradations developed.
Within and directly above these lithologic complexities lie the
Pennsylvanian petroleum production and added potential of
the region. Petroleum exploration requires analysis of ancient
subsurface tectonic features as well as present surface tectonic
patterns due principally to later folding, faulting and tilting.
The tectonic features obvious on the surface today are of Laramide folding and Tertiary tilting origin and are segments of
Late Paleozoic tectonic elements. Many undrilled stratigraphic
prospects with several divergent regional tilts important to
migration and accumulation of petroleum in porous beds lie
on this southwest shelf of the Paradox basin both southwest
and northwest of the highest anticlines on the crest of the
Monument upwarp.
Southeastern Utah is in the northwestern part of the Colorado Plateau physiographic province of the Four Corners
region. The Dirty Devil, Colorado, Green and San Juan rivers
and tributaries drain the region, with only the major rivers
being perennial streams. The region is accessible via paved U.S.
and Utah highways and graded Utah highways. County roads
make the internal parts of the several prospective areas on the
*This article is experimental in format and is purposely arranged so
that captions are explanatory without text reference to figures or the
voluminous literature involving the Paradox basin. Most of the figures,
previously published elsewhere, have been updated. References listed

plateaus accessible
for exploration and drilling with a minimum of road building.

are sources of complete bibliographic coverage.
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REGIONAL STRUCTURAL HISTORY
The Early Pennsylvanian sedimentary shelf on the east side
of the Cordilleran geosyncline was uplifted during Atokan
time, when the Ancestral Rocky Mountains emerged above sea
level on the east. The greater Aneth shelf, an arcuate barrier
flanked by broad shallow platforms, extended across western
Colorado and Utah and had a major clinoform that trended
northwest-southeast through Arizona and central Utah as the
rim of the subsiding Paradox basin. East of this rim, the broad
Aneth shelf sloping eastward into the subsiding Paradox basin,
developed several shallow sags, open to the deeper marine
waters of the Cordilleran miogeosyncline on the west. This
gentle shelf slope was probably bordered on the west by low
islands which helped control high-shelf sedimentation for
barrier carbonate growth, which extended northeastward and
eastward into the subsiding Paradox basin during Desmoinesian Cherokee and Marmaton time.
The Paradox basin was loaded by terrigenous sediments
from the east and evaporitic deposits nearer the basin center,
resulting in lateral expansion of the basin. Along the southwest
shelf of the basin, sags developed, flanked by structural
terraces and spurs. A series of concentric, down-to-basin flexes
and normal faults began to form, creating sediment-controlling
alignments. The oldest flexes and faults were basin-centered,
bending and cutting the oldest Pennsylvanian formations.
Later flexes and faults affected progressively younger formations southwestward on the shelf.
During Desmoinesian time, the deepest part of the Paradox
basin became an axis of uplift, along lines controlled by an
earlier major flex alignment system which, still later in Missourian time, became the Uncompahgre front. As uplift of the
Uncompahgre progressed, stresses developed against the
down-flexed blocks of the Paradox low-shelf slope. Salt was
squeezed by the pinching action and responded to this vertical
compression by flowing in the direction of least resistance
where it encountered the flex and fault faces and was diverted
upward to create salt welts and domes. Thus salt doming was
tectonically related to the initial movements along the Uncompahgre front, and the present trends of salt anticlines trace,
approximately, the trends of major down-to-basin flexes and

faults which controlled carbonate barrier growth and distribution of porous sediments along the higher shelf alignments.
This deformation resulted in movements which had an
important bearing on petroleum accumulations. Some ancient
structural trends in the Paradox fault-fold belt have been
altered in a complicated fashion by Late Pennsylvanian and
Permian salt intrusion, Late Cretaceous folding and Tertiary
tilting. Fracture patterns on the Paradox shelf, southwest of
the Paradox salt anticlines, coincide with ancient structure and
subsurface carbonate barrier trends.
Local paleogeological study indicates that normal marine
water moved through sags along the western sill into the Paradox basin. During Paradox evaporite deposition, especially
toward the end of evaporite deposition, lineal carbonate
barriers grew on the east and northeast-facing paleoslope of
the Aneth platform during Desmoinesian time. Wind-driven
waves produced strong across-sill currents important to the
growth of these porous carbonate barriers and associated porous reef-produced debris along the inner spur-and-sag frilled
edge of the Paradox basin shelf. As down-flexing occurred,
these porous carbonate barriers could grow upward along the
anticlinal bends associated with the northwest-trending alignments. Penecontemporaneous sedimentation is known to have
been greatly affected by early structural growth along alignments, their associated flexes, and cross flexes between alignments. Detailed stratigraphic studies thus provide the most
important guides to petroleum discovery and are the key to
appraisal of the history of each sedimentary unit.

and permeability.
Paradox—The Paradox is divisible into six time units which
may eventually be considered to be mappable formations:
(Unk), (Par), (Des) make up the upper third; (Aka), (Bar), the
middle third; and (Pin) the lower third. Division of the group
into a triad refers to facies and time rather than thickness,
which is highly variable.
The lower third is the Pinkerton Trail and comprises a penesaline to saline complex of gypseous siltstone, interbedded
black shale, dark gray siltstone, gypsum and salt and dolomite
in the central part and along the low southwest shelves of the
Paradox basin, with dark gray shales, gray porous dolomite,
locally developed carbonate barrier biostromes and gray cherty
limestone on the west and southwest Paradox sedimentational
shelf. This mappable lower third includes the Alkali Gulch as
used by some workers in the region of the Aneth fields, but in
this study it encompasses the time zone of Pinkerton Trail
(Pin) and often mistakenly includes evaporitic lentils of (Lim)
found only in the deepest part of the Paradox basin.
The Pinkerton Trail on the southwest Paradox shelf comprises gray, fine to medium crystalline, calcarenaceous, fossiliferous limestone interbedded with and underlain by light to
dark gray silty shale. Limestone conglomerates and evidence of
disconformity are present locally. The mappable Pinkerton
Trail, as a time zone (Pin), reaches thicknesses of several hundred feet and contains evaporites deeper in the Paradox basin.
It wedges out southwestward and thickens into barrier-type
carbonates along some parts of the Aneth and Boundary Butte
alignments, and to the northeast it grades into thick salt. In
this analysis, (Pin) is clearly of early post-Atoka (early Cherokee) age.
The middle third of the Paradox, the major salt sequence,
contains the thick prisms of interbedded salt, euxinic black
shale, black calcareous siltstone, evaporitic gypsum, anhydrite,
dolomite, and high on the shelf southeast of evaporite deposition, biohermal-biostromal dolomitic limestone with several
marine disconformities. It embraces the Akah (Aka) and the
Barker Creek (Bar) which range from early to middle Cherokee
age.
The upper and lower parts of the Paradox represent penesaline transitional phases in the history of the Paradox geosyncline. The upper part (Unk-Par-Des) grades from penesaline
strata shelfward into biostromal-biohermal dolomitic limestone, gray shale and dolomite. The (Unk) member is an
evaporite section present only in the deeper parts of the basin.
Major oil production of the region has been discovered in algal
and oolite banks of the Desert Creek Formation (Des). Age of
(Unk-Par-Des) is late Cherokee.
Depositional thickness of the Paradox along the axis of the
Paradox basin is greater than 4,200 feet, and is of Cherokee
(early to middle Des Moines) age. The equivalent Paradox section ranges from 400 to 800 feet in thickness in the southern
Monument upwarp area.
Honaker Trail—The Honaker Trail is a mega-time zone of
Desmoinesian Marmaton, Missourian and Virgilian age. This
section comprises gray to reddish-gray to buff-gray shale, sandstone, limestone and calcareous sandy siltstone, a lithologic
association typical of a marine shallow-water environment.
Southward, westward, and northwestward high on the shelf,
the Honaker Trail contains many disconformities and grades
into dolomite, whereas basinward it grades into sandier arkosic

PENNSYLVANIAN ROCKS
These strata are described from oldest to youngest, and have
the major oil potential of the Paradox region. Because the
Pennsylvanian terminology is once again in a state of flux, all
references to group, formation, zone and cycle are deleted
from this informal summary.
Molas—On the Monument upwarp, the Lime ,Ridge (Lim)
and the Molas comprise a highly variable facies. The Lime
Ridge contains lentils of Molas-type silty marine shales derived
by the erosion of the underlying Molas from the ancient
Emery uplift and other areas. Limcar is the carbonate facies
present in most areas at the top of the Molas and above the
Molas paleosoils that lie on the eroded Mississippian carbonates. Molas is predominantly a elastic red-bed sequence comprising reddish-brown to variegated siltstone, red silty shale,
calcareous sandstone (Mol), grading upward into gray to reddish buff limestone lentils, reefoid in some trends, which comprise (Lim) at the top. The basal part of the Molas contains
boulders and cobbles of Leadville limestone and dolomite both
in situ and transported. In some places, where the Lime Ridge
limestones (Limcar) are missing, the dark gray Chaetetes limestone and shale of the Pinkerton Trail (Pin) lie directly on top
of the Molas. In some shelf localities there are Chaetetes reef
facies of the Lime Ridge separating the Pinkerton Trail above
from the Molas shale below. In this area, the Des Moines
Cherokee-Atoka time interface lies between the Pinkerton
Trail and Lime Ridge.
The Molas, lowermost of the Pennsylvanian strata in the
Four Corners region, ranges in thickness from wedge-edges in
the Shick Spur-Big Flat-San Rafael area of Emery County to
over 150 feet on the Monument upwarp. I t is widespread in its
distribution throughout the Four Corners region. The entire
Molas-Lime Ridge in this region is generally lacking in porosity
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facies. This section ranges from an erosional wedge-edge high
on the shelf on the southwest to 1,750 feet in thickness on the
lower shelf in a northeasterly direction toward the Uncompahgre uplift.
The Honaker Trail formerly included the lower part of
(Wol) (now the Permian Elephant Canyon carbonates), (Ric),
(Her), (Tra) and (Ism) of this more detailed analysis. Now
included are only the Hermosa (Her), Transition (Tra) and the
Ismay (Ism) as separate mappable time-stratigraphic formations. The Ismay is of Marmaton and uppermost Cherokee age
and is a major oil and gas producer out of algal matte barriers
and banks in the Aneth fields. The Honaker Trail in the southern Monument upwarp area ranges irregularly from 650 to 950
feet in thickness, and clearly represents deposits made under
open marine conditions subsequent to the barred, evaporite
conditions which resulted in deposition of the Paradox.

REGIONAL UNCONFORMITIES
Three major unconformities of regional to subregional extent are presently recognized as of great importance in genesis
of Pennsylvanian strata in this region. These unconformities
are variable in time length in large areas of the Paradox shelf
and have had great effect on the distribution of sediments
critical to the oil and gas potential. The region underwent
gentle subaerial erosion without orogeny, through part of
Meramecian, all of Chesterian, all of Springeran, most of
Morrowan, and parts of Atokan time. Over the Circle CliffsEmery uplifts and the root zone of the Nequoia Arch northwest of Monument upwarp area, Wolfcamp strata lie directly
on the Mississippian Leadville carbonates, with Pennsylvanian
strata missing.
The second disconformity of subregional extent lies between upper Lime Ridge strata (Lim) of the Molas section and
the lowermost Pinkerton Trail (Pin) of the Paradox section.
After deposition of Lime Ridge marine carbonates, the Desmoinesian seas regressed partially, allowing the development
of a widespread, mild, erosion surface which cuts as deep as
the top of the Molas in places. The upper Molas to Pinkerton
Trail strata (Mol-Lim) to (Pin) thus encompass a clear record of
a transgressive-regressive marine hemi-cycle of Atokan-early Desmoinesian age. In some places on the Monument upwarp, a
pre-Desmoinesian (Atokan) conglomerate records one surface
of this disconformity. This physical break in sedimentation is a
record of a "rocking" regional tilt which preceded the major
subsidence of the Paradox geosyncline.
The third and economically most important disconformityangular unconformity in the Paradox shelf region was developed at the top of the Paradox (base of (Ism)) after the completion of the major part of Paradox penesaline deposition and
prior to the complete normal marine ventilation of the basin.
Gentle warping and subsidence initiated differential deposition
of normal high-shelf marine carbonates interbedded with sandstones from the surrounding but distant positive areas and
along erosional cuestas related to flexes, and possibly faults,
parallel to and between alignments. This widespread combination submarine-subaerial disconformity in the middle to low
shelf region does not represent a stand high above sea level to
suffer deep subaerial erosion for a protracted time; however,
owing to a post-Paradox easterly regional tilt, the Ismay lies on
progressively older formations to the west and south across the
westernmost and southernmost parts of the Paradox high
shelf.
The base of the Ismay, an easily mapped discontinuity of
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profound importance in finding new oil fields, lies progressively deeper in the section also to the southwestward, at the
top of (Par), top of (Des), or top of (Aka); and in tectonically
localized areas southwest of the Aneth alignment the Ismay
lies on the Barker Creek. This is the most widespread and
economically important intra-Pennsylvanian time surface
involved in the discovery of Pennsylvanian oil and gas on the
Paradox shelf.
In summary, most marine evaporite basins whose shelves
suffer normal marine water interchange with warmer,
shallower penesaline to hypersaline waters have transgressive
and regressive calcareous sandstones, bedded calcarenites and
barrier carbonates along the gently shelving flexes or breaksin-submarine slopes. The southwest and west shelf of the Paradox basin shows this association, from (Lim) to (Tra) time,
with its accompanying rapid facies changes basinward from
high-shelf disconformities to dolomitized disconformity
breccias, barrier-reef lagoonal facies, biohermal barriers and
barrier-front talus-type biostromes, generally correlative with
but initiated before and persisting for some time subsequent to
the deposition of saline beds in the rapidly subsiding Paradox
evaporite basin.

REGIONAL FACTORS
IN
PETROLEUM EXPLORATION
Regional Tilts
The Paradox shelf region is a logical place to drill for oil and
gas owing to its stratigraphic section, tectonic history and location astraddle a zone of diverse marine regional tilts throughout geologic time. A succeeding table records known ages,
directions and inferred amounts of regional tilt important to
the localization of oil and gas pools during first and second
phase petroleum migration.
The amounts of paleoslope and regional tilt are based on
projection of known strata! thicknesses both in and surrounding the region and are complicated by submarine erosional
removal of sediments. Local sedimentational dips related to

barrier growth, reef-front deposition, or local tectonic folding
can be ascertained only by drilling for the stratigraphic traps
almost certain to be present along the Boundary Butte, Aneth
and Dirty Devil alignments.

cline on the east, via Honaker Trail, to Slickhorn anticline on
the west has been recorrelated to show the presently known
lithology with formal cycles in the subsurface. These correlations are a combination of studies made by Don Baars, Dennis
Irwin, John Welsh, John Strickland, Marvin Matheny, Ernest
Szabo and the author between 1951 and 1973. Many other
geologists have measured and studied these sections since the
above initial measurements in 1951; however, the early works
by Woodruff in 1911 and Miser in 1924 were excellent guides
to the recognition of oil potential in the region.
The southern Monument upwarp area has been sparsely
drilled, excepting on the anticlines. An exposed fossil oil field
was discovered in Ismay and Desert Creek bioherms in San
Juan Canyon along the eastern flank of Raplee anticline by
Peterson and Ohlen of Shell Oil Company about 1960. An
earlier discovery was made by the author in 1950 of at least
three biohermal barrier trends in Akah and Barker Creek
strata, shelfward, in the Goosenecks sector of San Juan Canyon. These Pennsylvanian zones or cycles are all correlative
with oil and gas fields discovered in southeastern Utah and
northeastern Arizona since 1952.
It is believed by most geologists familiar with the region
that the breaching of the southern Monument upwarp by San
Juan Canyon has released pressures and oil in all porous Pennsylvanian strata above San Juan River level. Numerous oil
seeps in the San Juan Canyon and lack of pressures in wells
drilled on the Monument upwarp anticlines attest to the validity of the concept; however, there are great expanses of the
southern Monument upwarp and basinal areas to the southeast, south, southwest and northwest of the Monument upwarp that have not been drilled, and that lie structurally below
the productive sections exposed in San Juan Canyon. Stratigraphic variation in the Honaker Trail and Paradox sections is
great, and one may surmise that commercial oil and gas may
be discovered in those areas, as well as along alignments that
cross the Monument upwarp where correlative porosity zones
lie above river level, isolated by facies change from reservoir
drainage into San Juan Canyon.

Regional Reservoir Characteristics
Based on many published and confidential studies of the
Aneth-Ismay complex of oil fields, and the drill-stem tests and
other data from wildcat wells already drilled on the Paradox
shelf, as well as the author's subsurface analysis, a succeeding
table shows logical criteria concerning porosity zones in Pennsylvanian strata ranging in age from the Honaker Trail above
through the Pinkerton Trail below.
Although many of these data are from the Aneth fields and
thus are highly inferential for wildcat areas, it is entirely
possible that the reservoirs of strata of undrilled prospects on
the Paradox shelf region northwest and southeast of the Monument upwarp as well as around its south plunge, south of San
Juan Canyon, may have active saline water drive on sweet
°
paraffin-base oil of 40 gravity in Pinkerton Trail reservoirs;
sour gas with sour condensate in Barker Creek barrier bioherms, disconformities and dolomite reservoirs; dissolved gas
°
drive to active saline water drive with sweet paraffin-base 38
°

to 42 gravity oil in Akah, Desert Creek, Ismay and Transition
reservoirs. Substantial oil and gas shows have been encountered in the Honaker Trail section in many Paradox basin tests,
as well as in the Mexican Hat field.
Reservoir types: algal, oolitic, oomoldic, intercrystalline,
coralgal, quartz and fossil "hash" intergranular and calcarenitic.
Strata/ lithology: limestone, dolomitic limestone, limy
dolomite, quartz sandstone.
Range of reservoir thickness (effective porosity): 10 to 150
feet.
Producible permeability range: 10 to 900 millidarcies.
Porosity range: 6 to 24 percent.
Oil saturation: 20 to 80 percent.
Total water saturation: 10 to 50 percent.
Barrels per acre foot: 200 to 800.
Recoverable primary oil: 20 to 60 percent.
Range of gas-oil ratios: highly variable.
Reservoir drive: active saline water, dissolved gas, gas cap.
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The Raplee, Lime Ridge, Cedar Mesa, Johns Canyon and
Slickhorn anticlines where transected by San Juan Canyon in
the Mexican Hat area of the southern Monument upwarp and
are classic localities for the study of outcropping Pennsylvanian strata. Discovery of oil in the Mexican Hat area in 1908,
followed by Shell's oil discovery on the Desert Creek anticline
in 1952 and Texaco's discovery at Aneth in 1954, have led to
detailed stratigraphic studies resulting in the naming of Pennsylvanian units after oil field localities in the Blanding basin
east of the Monument upwarp.
The lithologic-stratigraphic cross section from Raplee anti-
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